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ABSTRACT

Background: Attire is one of the major determinants of appearance and a key element of non-verbal communication that plays a critical role in the establishment and sustainability of therapeutic relationships. This study aimed to determine the patients’ preferred physiotherapists’ attire and the effect of physiotherapists’ attire on patients' confidence, comfort and patient-therapists relationship.

Methods: A questionnaire was used to collect data in this cross sectional study design. Patients (N=281) attending outpatients physiotherapy clinics in six selected tertiary health institutions in North-eastern Nigeria completed a questionnaire consisting of two sections. Section one solicited sociodemographic information while in section two patients rated their level of confidence and comfort with physiotherapists based on a photo pictures of a male and a female physiotherapists models in four different attires. Descriptive statistics were performed to characterize participants and the differences in patients' confidence and comfort level by different types of attire were assessed using chi-square. The correlation between physiotherapists’ attire and patient-physiotherapist relationship was determined using spearman rank correlation.

Results: Overwhelming majority of the participants were more comfortable (91.1%) and more confident (89.0%) with the physiotherapists dressed in white coat, while they were less comfortable and less confident when their therapists are dressed in suit, native or casual wear. Positive patient-therapist relationship was observed with white coat dressed physiotherapists; while the relationship with business, native and casual wears were inverse.

Conclusion: The study supports for continuing recommendation of lab coat as a professional dressing for physiotherapists in Nigeria and affirms the importance of professional dressing in patient-therapists relationship.
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INTRODUCTION

Proper appearance by a professional is important in building and sustaining a healing relationship with patients/clients and a general presumption is that health professionals must always present themselves in a professional manner. Attire is a symbol of professionalism, is believed to foster mutual respect between client and health professionals and can enhance patient care. What a health practitioner wear may influence confidence on the part of the professional and patient, and it can also differentiate caregivers.

Historically physiotherapists' clinical dress was a uniform wear of white dress and the same style of belt buckles and head dresses for females as their nursing colleagues. The white coat used by physiotherapist today has served to create a distinctive professional brand. Attire is generally attractive and is regarded as important in patient care. Proper appearance by a professional is important in building and sustaining a healing relationship with patients/clients and a general presumption is that health professionals must always present themselves in a professional manner.

Positive correlation between the white coat attire and the patients' confidence in his/her physician's competence has been reported and the white coat has also been reported to make the patient view the doctor as friendly, approachable, more authoritative, trustworthy and understanding. Nurses' uniform has been reported to foster a relaxed, approachable, clinical, authoritative, confident environment for the patient, and also confer formality and friendliness of the nurses. Among physiotherapists in Canada, the lab coat was perceived as the most professional, followed by tailored dress and scrubs and jeans was perceived as least professional. Overall, formal attire is generally attractive and is regarded as important in patient care.

It has been observed that patients' perceptions on the attire of their health professional are changing. Increasingly in North American continent however, employees are electing to wear casual clothing considered to be lowering the standards for professional dress and thus raising questions about the impact of relaxed standard on the patient-physiotherapist professional relationship. In many parts of Northern Nigeria native wear is a common mode of dressing and can be worn to work. A general observation is that many health care personnel in northern parts of Nigeria and other West African countries often wear caftan on trousers on “casual days” such as Fridays, and women often wear African wrapper and long below the ankle skirt underneath a lab coat on a regular basis. It is customary for dressing mode to be relaxed on weekends among health professionals even in other parts of Nigeria.

How patients perceive physiotherapist professional dressing and how the physiotherapist attire affects patient-physiotherapist relationship in a non native English country such as Nigeria is unclear. The purpose of this study was to determine how the attire of physiotherapists affects patients' confidence level, comfort level and overall relationship with physiotherapists.

METHODS

Participants
The participants were 281 adult patients with good cognitive function attending outpatients' physiotherapy clinics in 6 selected major tertiary hospitals in North eastern Nigeria. These hospitals located in 6 states are University of Maiduguri Teaching Hospital, Borno State; Now called; Federal Teaching Hospital Gombe, Gombe State; Federal Medical Centre Azare, Bauchi State; Federal Medical Centre Nguru, Yobe State and Federal Medical Centre Jalingo, Taraba State. The participants were recruited using sample of convenience. Out of the 300 questionnaires distributed, 281 were returned duly completed yielding a response rate of 93.7%.

Instruments and Procedure
A self developed questionnaire comprising of two sections was utilized for this study. Section A solicited socio-demographic information of the patients which include age, gender, marital status, number of children, religion, level of education, occupation, referral diagnosis as well as duration of physiotherapy visits. Section B consists of questions regarding patients' confidence level, comfort level and overall relationship with their physiotherapist with respect to attire. The respondents were asked to respond to a series of questions on photographs of simulated male and female physiotherapists in different attires with a stethoscope around the neck for each of the photographs.

The formal attire was white coat with shirt and tie for male model; white coat with blouse and skirt for female model. Traditional attire was caftan top over trousers and cap for male model and blouse wrapper and scarf for female model. Business attire was black suit on shirt and trouser with neck tie for male and women suit on shirt and long skirt for female models, whereas the casual attire was a pair of jeans and t-shirt for male model and jeans skirt and t-shirt for female model.
The questions ask whether or not the Physiotherapists attire affects the comfort or level of confidence the patient has with his/her physiotherapist. For example the participants were asked “If your physiotherapist is dressed in this outfit (referring to the different attires on the pictures) would that make you more or less comfortable talking to him/her”. In another question they were asked “If your physiotherapist is dressed in this outfit would that make you more or less confident in his/her abilities”. They were also asked whether their physiotherapist’s clothing affect their overall relationship with him/her. The answer options were a 5-point Likert Scale ranging from (1) strongly agree to (5) strongly disagree.

These photographs were snapped by an expert photographer from the information unit of the University of Maiduguri, using a digital camera (Kodak Smart Capture with 10.2 Megapixels). The questionnaire was assessed for content and face validity by five (5) experts each with at least a master degree in physiotherapy and over 10 years working experience, and all adjudged it to be valid. Its test-retest reliability was also examined by 10 patients who were not part of the study, and the reliability coefficients range from 0.69 to 0.71. The photographs representing different attire styles worn by a male and female model are shown in figure 1.
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Procedure
The ethical approval of the study was obtained from the research and ethics committee of the University of Maiduguri Teaching Hospital. Prior to the distribution of the questionnaire; the prospective participants were met and approached on their clinic days. After formal introduction, their audience was sought and explanation of the study including its merits was made to participants. Participants were also informed that participation is voluntary; anonymity and confidentiality of the information given were assured. Only patients who receive physiotherapy treatment in the Department of Physiotherapy were approached for study.

After obtaining their informed consent, questionnaires were then administered to the participants and assistance was given to those who were not able to complete the questionnaire using a standardized explanation for each item to ensure proper completion and avoid missing data. This questionnaire takes about 10 minutes to complete and participants were not provided any inducement and no such request was received.

Data analyses
All data entry and analyses were conducted using SPSS for Windows (version 21.0). Descriptive statistics of frequency, mean, standard deviation and percentages was used to summarize the sociodemographic data and the perception of the participants toward physiotherapists' attire. Proportional differences in patients' confidence and comfort level by different types of attire were explored using chi-square. The spearman rank correlation coefficient was used to determine the correlation between physiotherapists' attire and patient-physiotherapist relationship. The level of significance was set at p-value of <0.05.

RESULTS
The age of the participants ranges from 18-81 years, with the mean age of 39.30 ±14.60 years. More males (53.7%) than females (46.3%) participated in the study, and majority of the participants (63.3%) were affiliated to the Islamic religion. Government employees made up 39.1% (n=110) of the participants but many of them were unemployed (36.7%). A simple majority of the participants (53.4%) were attending physiotherapy clinics because of orthopedic conditions and an overwhelming majority of them (55.9%) had attended physiotherapy clinics for between 1-6 months (Table 1).

Table 1: Sociodemographic characteristics of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Frequency (n)</th>
<th>Valid Percent(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>53.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>46.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>54.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of Children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Majority of the participants (61.0%, n=250) reported they were more confident in their physiotherapists when dressed in white coat, compared to 22.9% who reported more confidence when their physiotherapist dressed in corporate attire. Confidence level seems to be lowest among the participants when their physiotherapist dressed in causal (7.8%) and traditional (8.3%) attires compared to other modes of attire ($\chi^2 = 483.65$, $p < 0.01$) (Table 2).

**Table 2: Patients confidence with their physiotherapists in different attires**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>More Confident n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Less Confident n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Chi-Square</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White coat</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>483.65*</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casual</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, majority (59.2%) of the participants reported that they would feel more comfortable talking to their physiotherapist when dressed in white coat, compared to their counterparts who reported they would feel more comfortable with their physiotherapists when dressed in corporate (23.4%), casual (8.8%) and traditional (8.6%) attires. Patients tend to report they would feel more comfortable with their physiotherapists dressed in white coat than when dressed in business, native or casual wear ($\chi^2 = 479.67$, $p < 0.01$). This is shown in Table 3.

**Table 3: Patients comfort level with their physiotherapists in different attires**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>More Comfortable n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Less Comfortable n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Chi-Square</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White coat</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>479.67*</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casual</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n = Frequency of variables, % = percentage of variables; * = indicates significance at $p = 0.05$
Significant correlation was found between patient-therapist relationship and the white coat, traditional attire, casual attire and corporate attire (r = 0.39; p < 0.01; r = -0.28; p < 0.01; r = -0.32; p < 0.01; r = -0.19; p < 0.01 respectively), although this relationship was positive only with physiotherapist dressed in white coat (Table 4).

Table 4: Spearman correlation between Patient-physiotherapist relationship with different attire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Overall Relationship</th>
<th>r - value</th>
<th>p - value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White coat</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casual</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.002*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = indicates significance at p = 0.05

DISCUSSION

Participants in this study tend to be more confident about the professional abilities and image of physiotherapists in a white coat than when they wear corporate, native or casual attires. This finding is consistent with the report from other studies. It is also in line with the findings of Budny et al., which showed that professionally dressed pediatricians who wear a white coat inspired more confidence in 68% of their patients. It is also consistent with findings in the study by Brosky et al. in which 78.1% of the respondents affirmed that the formal attire of dentists made them to have more confidence in their dentists. Our findings is however, at variance with the study by Cha et al., which reported no effect of type of attire on patients' confidence in obstetrics and gynaecology setting and that of Fischer et al., which reported no effect of attire on patients' confidence in the physician.

The present study show that participants tend to be more comfortable with a physiotherapist adorned in a white coat than, when dressed in corporate, native or casual wear. Better comfort rating with white coat is consistent with other studies in which respondents felt more comfortable talking about their sexual, psychological and more personal matters with physicians who dress professionally. It is also in agreement with another study in which duty military women were more comfortable in discussing personal medical issues with a physician dressed in formal attire than physician dressed in military uniform, and still another in which patients were more comfortable with more conservative and traditional mode of dressing.

A finding of positive relationship between the white coat and patient-physiotherapist relationship is consistent with one study which reported that patients were more willing to follow advice when the physiotherapist is dressed in a white coat. It is however at variance with a study by Brennan et al. where patients indicated that the less formal attire worn by nursing staff removed the “them and us” distinction, promoting a sense of understanding and equality, thus enhancing the nurse-patient relationship. It thus appears that the nature and extent of therapeutic interaction appears to influence patients’ perception of the appropriateness of attire.

The present study shows a link between patient-therapists relationship and dress of the physiotherapist. While an inverse relationship between patients-therapists relationship observed when physiotherapists were dressed in casual wear may be expected, negative relationship with native attire and more so with corporate wear is surprising. This finding is an indication of the symbolism of the white coat and provides insights into patients' thoughts and premium placed on white coat over other dresses. It points to a positive dimension of white coat effect in healthcare.

A priori, we compared the findings in the present study with that of Mercer et al. that investigated physiotherapy patients' perception of their physiotherapists in different attire, in Canada. Physiotherapists in the Canadian study were dressed in lab coat, business attire, traditional attire and casual attire. Similar to the order of perception on attire of physiotherapists found in the present study, the lab coat appeared to attract the best perception followed by business attire, traditional attire while the casual dress in jeans was perceived as least professional.

Overall better perception enjoyed by physiotherapists in white coat observed in the present study and corroborated in previous studies is so perhaps because the professional dress regarded as a white coat worn by a physiotherapist may serve to create a distinctive professional brand and corporate image, limit personal expression of self, convey authority and social distance, symbolically breaking down any social taboos around touching as could be experienced. The finding supports the assertion that the white coat favourably influences patients’ trust and confidence during a doctor-patient encounter and promotes an enhanced therapeutic relationship.

Study Limitations

The mode of attire represented by the photograph in the present study is not exhaustive of the possible attire combinations that can be found in clinical settings especially in this region.
Traditional attires or even a suit may also be worn under a white coat. The sole contribution of white coat to patients' perception cannot be determined as it is worn over a shirt and suit and not over other dresses. Other factors such as photographic output quality and presentation related to camera parameters and specifications with an 's' as well as photographers disposition may also affect perception as picture quality. In the present study the same camera was used throughout therefore eliminating any picture quality difference. Furthermore, the pictures were taken within 10 minutes of each other at the same place and against the same background. The distance between the photographer and the physiotherapists were kept constant, thereby mitigating picture quality difference as a confounding variable. No identifiable limitations to generalization of our findings to similar population where the dress modes are presented are therefore envisaged.

CONCLUSION

It can be concluded that participants in this study tend to be more confident and more comfortable with their physiotherapist wearing white clinical coat over a shirt and trousers with tie for men and blouse and skirt for women than when dressed in corporate attire, native wear for men or women. The result of this study suggests there is a justification for the continuation of the tradition of white coat over formal attire during clinical training.
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